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Second Flanking Cooperative Idea
Transferring the Win-Win Approach of  the JCPOA to Other 
Areas of  Cooperation in the Middle East/Gulf: 
Non-governmental Players as Actors of  Change

Based on his rich experience since 1994 as a strategy consultant for major international companies investing in Iran, the author makes the case 
for using the achievement-oriented approach of the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action as a model for tackling all major regional challenges in a 
cooperative way, especially by non-governmental actors.

Background and Context: The 
Need for a Win-win Mentality

The Middle East – a turbulent area for 
most of  the last century – is currently the 
site of  several conflicts in which region-
al and international powers confront one 
another, but at the moment there seems 
to be little likelihood of  these conflicts 
being resolved. They have many causes, 
but one of  the cultural factors that has 
complicated the political processes in the 
Middle East is the prevalence of  a win-
lose mentality. What is desperately needed 
is the promotion of  win-win scenarios, in 
the hope of  developing a region-wide win-
win mentality. 

Many experts believe that the Joint Com-
prehensive Plan of  Action (the JCPOA/
agreement) between the E3/EU+3 and 
Iran has been a successful example of  
a win-win formula, and this agreement 
could be used as a model for other mul-
tilateral frameworks to develop and im-
plement win-win solutions to the region’s 
many problems. In this process we should 
not wait for the resolution of  complex 
geostrategic and political issues before 
acting. Yet we should start with pragmat-
ic steps which can build bridges and pro-
mote mutual confidence that will in turn 
pave the way for the adoption of  win-win 
scenarios.

Business(wo)men as Construc-
tive Actors of  Change …

In practice, private sector representatives 
from all the countries in the region have 
shown that they can cooperate and devel-
op such win-win approaches. The essential 
fact is that a greater private sector, trade 
and investment cooperation will lead to 
job creation, a key instrument in promot-
ing economic growth and pushing back 
against extremism in all its forms. At the 
same time, peace and stability are prereq-
uisites for long-term investments in the 
region’s economies.

… and Regional Cooperation 
as the Only Answer to the 
Pressing Challenges

There are many areas where such prag-
matic steps can and must be taken. For 
example, environmental degradation is 
emerging as a key security challenge that 
faces all regional countries – but most of  
the Middle East’s current environmental 
issues do not stop at national borders (see 
Box No. 1). The mismanagement of  wa-
ter resources, desertification – leading to 
violent and destructive sandstorms – and 
environmental degradation are all caus-
es of  the current state of  affairs, and the 
only way to address these phenomena is 

through multilateral cooperation.

In order to pave the way for the develop-
ment and implementation of  a win-win 
mind-set, the best approach would be 
the initiation of  what can be termed tri-
angular, multi-stakeholder processes that 
address environmental challenges and in-
volve the private sector, universities and 
research centres in partnership with local 
stakeholders. It goes without saying that 
the business communities because of  their 
interest-based pragmatism and risk-tak-
ing attitude are of  particular importance 
for such an effort. The triangular element 
refers to the involvement of  one interna-
tional organisation such as the United Na-
tions (UN) or European Union and two or 
more regional countries, as the need arises. 
 
Examples of  such processes include the 
following: 
 
• UN, Iranian, and Iraqi stakeholders 

could come together to address how 
to contain the destructive impact of  
sandstorms in the region. This could 
include the drafting and joint imple-
mentation of  programmes to intro-
duce plantations of  context-appro-
priate flora in target areas and adopt 
modern approaches to managing wa-
ter resources, with the objective of  
improving environmental conditions 
and reducing the damaging effects of  
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Background and Context:
The Traditional Core
Disagreement and the
Challenge to Overcome It

This Cooperative Idea addresses the key
challenge of how to bridge the basic gap
between the traditional “Peace First!”
(Israel) versus “Disarmament First!”
(Egypt-led Arab states) positions. This
disagreement on conceptual regional
security matters was the essential
factor that impeded a joint agenda for
the envisaged conference in Helsinki
on a zone free of weapons of mass
destruction (WMD) and their delivery
vehicles (DVs)/WMD/DVs-free zone.
In turn, this disagreement mainly led to
the failure of the 2015 Non-Proliferation
Treaty (NPT) Review Conference
(RevCon).

This leads us directly to the Glion/Geneva
Process initiated by the former Finnish
facilitator, Ambassador Jaakko Laajava,
with its achievements and unresolved
questions. Relevant developments after
the failed RevCon will also be taken
into consideration, as will the relevant
working paper submitted by Egypt at
the First NPT Preparatory Committee
(PrepCom) on 1 May 2017 (Egypt, 2017)
and the joint working paper submitted
separately by 12 Arab states on 4 May
2017 (Bahrain et al., 2017).

The following two achievements of
the Glion/Geneva process should be
acknowledged so that any further efforts
can and should build on them:

After 19 years, major regional players1.
sat for the first time around the same
table during the five informal multi-
lateral meetings held between October
2013 and June 2014.
The participants agreed on decision-2. 
making by consensus as well as on
organisation, modalities, and rules of
procedures.

Among the deficits to be overcome are the
following:

Arab countries have complained that1.
the meetings were not (adequately)
recorded.
Especially to Amb. Laajava’s chagrin,2. 
many states did not send high-level
representatives who would have been
in a position to take decisions.

Three major unresolved issues remain:
The role of the United Nations1.
(UN) both in terms of its concrete
involvement and the overall framework
of the required communication and
conference process (see Finaud and
Kubbig, 2017);
the above-mentioned gravest failure of2. 
coping constructively with the funda-
mental conceptual and security-related
gap (in this context, a concrete date
for the Helsinki conference was also
controversial); and
follow-on steps (a road map) after the3. 
envisaged Helsinki Conference.

This POLICY FORUM issue aims at building
on the above-mentioned achievements of
the Glion/Geneva process and taking the
deficits into account, while exploring steps
for dealing constructively with the second
challenge in a way that does not lose sight

First Cooperative Idea
Bridging the Most Fundamental Gap: 
A Dual-Track Approach That Simultaneously Pursues Disarmament 
and Regional Security

Bernd W. Kubbig and Marc Finaud

This POLICY FORUM issue summarises the achievements and deficits of the Glion/Geneva informal consultation process and describes the currently
held divergent positions of major players. With reference to several necessary conditions for success, the authors make concrete proposals for a 
compromise-oriented new NPT cycle that does not repeat the mistakes of the past.

of one essential issue: that (in)formal
communication and conference processes,
even if they do not lead immediately to
an optimal goal such as nuclear disar-
mament in the Middle East/Gulf, are a
vital component of any security strategy.
Compromise-oriented policies as a key
to progress are needed more than ever.
However, the issue of a road map will
only be touched on as a controversial issue
during the Glion/Geneva Process (see
Box No. 1), since it is not mentioned in the
relevant working papers submitted at the
PrepCom in Vienna.

Where We Stand in the Context
of the First NPT PrepCom
in Vienna (2-12 May 2017)

In the aftermath of the 2015 NPT RevCon,
the two following contradictory features
can be observed: (1) organisational activ-
ities at the international and regional level
to overcome the stalemate of non-commu-
nication; and (2) the continuing mainte-
nance of inflexible positions on substantive
issues, especially by the regional actors.
The semi-official Moscow Conference
on 23 May 2016 on “Devising the Next
Steps” regarding a WMD/DVs-free zone
was the first attempt to bring together
all major players at a fairly high level in
order to test the waters especially among
the representatives from the Middle East/
Gulf and find new compromise-oriented
ways out of the predicament (see UNGA,
2016 [a], p. 3/14). At the end of that year,
on 14 December, a surprising four-hour
informal meeting took place in Nagasaki.
Taking advantage of the UN Conference
on Disarmament with a number of NPT
stakeholders present, the Japanese Foreign
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Ministry invited several Track 1.5 experts
and officials representing, among others,
the three co-conveners (the Russian
Federation, United Kingdom [UK], and
United States [US]).

Indicating that the Arab governments
wanted to play their active part in
overcoming the stalemate of non-commu-
nication, at the regional level the Secretary-
General of the Arab League had already
decided in March 2016 to establish a Wise
Persons Commission consisting initially
of six people, later extended to ten. The
report of the members, who were requested
to evaluate and propose new zone-related
ideas and options on how to proceed, was
due in March 2017, immediately before the
First NPT PrepCom, but the Commission
did not issue an outcome document
(Pugwash, 2017). On 25 January 2017
representatives of all three co-conveners
met in Amman with members of this
Commission.

Whether in Moscow, Nagasaki, or Amman,
in terms of substance, the vital differ-
ences especially among the major regional
actors could not be bridged. In Moscow,
everybody – not only the regional repre-
sentatives, but also others – repeated the

positions they held before the 2015 NPT
RevCon. This is why the Russian Foreign
Ministry did not plan a follow-up meeting
at that time. The gathering in Nagasaki
was a variation on the theme. A very short
Foreign Ministry media release in Japanese
only mentioned “that the meeting was held
without any substance”. In Amman, the
three representatives of the co-conveners
and the members of the Wise Persons
Commission played the ping-pong game
of mutual expectations once again: while
the three extra-regional diplomats stressed
the need for initiatives from the Middle
East/Gulf to bridge the gaps, the Arabs
in turn asked the three co-conveners to
supply impulse proposals.

This is also the bottom line of the separate
working papers by Egypt and the 12 Arab
countries in the context of the First NPT
PrepCom in Vienna. They repeat the
traditional positions (including those of
the working paper submitted by Bahrain
on behalf of the Arab Group on 22 April
2015 during the NPT RevCon in New
York). Seeing the ball to be in the court
of the co-conveners implies that the Arab
countries did not come up with a unified
position in Vienna on how to move forward
on the issue. And yet the cracks among
the Arab states are highly visible. It is not
by accident that Egypt looked isolated in
Vienna, while the group of the other 12
Arab countries is not homogeneous.

We heard different stories from Arab
decision-makers in personal encounters at
the First NPT PrepCom. Some representa-
tives told us that the disagreement was only
a matter of tactics – the Secretary-General
of the Arab League, reflecting the majority
of the members, had decided accordingly.
Three Gulf countries – Kuwait, Saudi
Arabia, and the United Arab Emirates –
were in favour of making use of the First
PrepCom by coming up with a position
paper as a means of influencing the debate
early on. Differently from Egypt, at least
some, if not most, of the other 12 Arab
countries acknowledge the value of the
2010 Mandate, which they see as still valid.
In their joint working paper of 4 May 2017
they support a “consultative process” (para. 
11.d) under the auspices of the UN and
the three depositary states, leading to the
“immediate convening” (para. 11.b; emphases
in original in bold) of a WMD/DVs
conference. But all 13 Arab states are united
in considering that the 1995 Resolution on
the Middle East is still the basic document

Box No. 1: The Road Map as a Controversial Issue

For the Arab countries, a road map was an important element from early on, as the “Arab 
proposal for 2012 conference Final declaration document paper/Elements for 2012 
Conference Final Document” shows. On the basis of the 1995 Resolution on the Middle East 
and the 2010 Mandate/Middle East Action Plan, the draft concluding document of the Helsinki 
Conference should define and adopt a formalised conference process following the gathering. 
It should also draw up a detailed road map with concrete to-be-met dates and accountable 
reporting, specifically: the creation of three working groups on the WMD/DVs-free zone; the
convening of these working groups “on a regular basis every three months”; the convening 
of a follow-up conference “on an annual basis until the zone is established”; and the presen-
tation of a “comprehensive report on the outcome of the 2012 Conference, and progress 
within the working groups, to be presented to successive NPT Review Conferences and their 
Preparatory Committee meetings”.

The “Sandra’s List” document of 26 November 2013 issued by the Office of the Facilitator, 
however, was vague and inconclusive on the issue of a road map, while the “Informal Orientation 
Paper” by the Facilitator’s Office on 28 November 2014 presented the topics mentioned in 
the following in brackets, i.e. as unresolved: the creation of a coordinating committee “to 
foster the political dialogue in the region” and the setting up of two expert groups, one on the 
properties of the zone and on verification and compliance, and the other on unspecified confi-
dence- and security-building measure [CSBMs] and cooperation in the Middle East. Also, in 
a vague way, the “Informal Orientation Paper” “consider[s] further steps to enhance security 
and cooperation in the region of the Middle East, including the convening of possible further
Expert Groups and the possibility of a new Conference” (emphases added). 

The strong differences in terms of concreteness and the commitment to establish a formalised 
conference process could not be overcome. (All cited documents were tabled during the 
Glion/Geneva consultations but not made public.).

future sandstorms.

• Saudi, Iranian, and European experts 
could work together to exchange 
views and develop joint approaches 
for instance to carbon capture and 
storage in the region’s oil and gas 
fields, taking into account geological 
realities, the two countries’ commit-
ments to contain CO2 emissions. Such 
an initiative would improve technical 
exchanges among the petroleum sec-
tor representatives of  Iran and Saudi 
Arabia, which would in turn encour-
age these two oil- and gas-producing 
giants to develop their resources in 
more efficient and environmentally 
friendly ways.

Conclusions and the 
Potential of  a Spill-over to 
the Disarmament and Non-
proliferation Area

It is easy to be complacent and believe that 
it is the responsibility of  governments (see 
Box No. 2) to resolve conflicts and ad-
dress economic, environmental, and social 
issues, but at a time when governments are 
either overwhelmed by the extent of  the 
challenges, or incapable of  addressing the 
problems that their countries face, or un-
willing to do so, non-governmental players 
should initiate processes that will help to 
ease tensions and generate a greater un-

derstanding of  win-win solutions to the 
region’s many problems. Once it is widely 
appreciated that it is possible to think and 
work in win-win terms, it should become 
easier for the governments in the Middle 
East/Gulf  to engage their neighbours in 
more constructive ways when cross-bor-
der challenges arise.

After all, assuming that policy fields are 
separate in a porous way: why not expect-
ing a transfer of  a win-win mentality to 
the disarmament and non-proliferation 
area? ■

Further Reading
 

•	 Samir	Abdullah	Ali	 et	 al.	 “Exploring	
Economic	Cooperation	in	the	Middle	
East”,	AcAdemic PeAce OrchestrA 
middle eAst, POlicy Brief Nos. 
26/27. Online available at http://ac-
ademicpeaceorchestra.com.

Box No. 1: A Concrete Cooperative Example at Non-governmental Level

“The	 repercussions	 of	 climate	 change	 and	 environmental	 challenges	 pose	 enormous	
risks	to	Iran	and	Saudi	Arabia	alike.	While	there	are	differences	in	geography	and	climate	
in both countries, they also have many environmental challenges in common. Problems 
such as sand and dust storms or diminishing water resources are border-crossing phe-
nomena that no country can deal with alone; therefore, cooperation is key. At this point in 
time, however, willingness to cooperate is utterly lacking in a region marked by geostrate-
gic	rivalries,	ongoing	military	conflicts	and	deep-rooted	mutual	distrust	between	regional	
rivals,	and	between	Saudi	Arabia	and	Iran	in	particular.

CARPO	and	the	EastWest	Institute	initiated	a	meeting	of	experts	from	Saudi	Arabia	and	
Iran	as	part	of	their	‘Iran-Saudi	Track	2	Initiative’.	The	participants	discussed	environmen-
tal challenges to reach a better understanding of the political context and to identify op-
portunities	and	limits	for	Iranian-Saudi	cooperation	in	the	field	of	regional	environmental	
policy. Participants agreed that climate change and ecological deterioration pose a major 
challenge to their countries and the region. Fully aware that the current political situation 
makes	cooperation	very	difficult,	participants	discussed	potential	avenues	of	exchange	
below the level of national governments and proposed initiatives for cooperation on a 
regional	and	international	level.”	(Source:	Jan	Hanrath	and	Wael	Adul-Shafi	‘Executive	
Summary’,	in	Environmental	Challenges	in	a	Conflictive	Environment:	Iranian	and	Saudi	
Perspectives	on	 the	Risks	of	Climate	Change	and	Ecological	Deterioration,	Bonn	and	
Brussels:	CARPO	and	EastWest	Institute,	Brief	No.	8,	11	September	2017.)

Box No. 2: A Concrete Cooperative Example at State Level 

“In	 the	midst	of	 tremendous	domestic	uncertainty,	 [Saudi]	 tentative	 feelers	were	sent	
out	 to	begin	a	process	of	 rapprochement	with	 Iran.	Foreign	Minister	Saud	al	Faisal’s	
visit	to	Iran	in	1991	signified	the	beginning	of	improved	relations.	Indeed,	diplomatic	ties	
were	reestablished.	Iran	was	eager	to	convince	Saudi	Arabia	that	the	days	of	funding	
international	extremists	were	over.	The	countries	also	reached	an	agreement	on	hajj	
participation.	 In	1996,	when	Saudi	Arabia	boycotted	 the	U.S.-sponsored	MENA	Eco-
nomic	Summit	in	Doha,	Iran	applauded	its	stance.	As	Saudi	Arabia	began	to	distance	
itself	 from	the	United	States,	 Iran	welcomed	the	show	of	strength.	Throughout	1997,	
Abdullah	worked	to	consolidate	his	position	(and	invited	Rafsanjani	to	visit);	in	the	same	
year, Khatami was elected president of Iran.

A	Joint	Economic	Commission	was	established,	direct	flights	between	the	capitals	were	
approved, and a $15-million joint industrial committee began operations. At the year-
end	meeting	of	 the	Organization	of	 Islam	Conference	 (OIC)	 in	Tehran,	Khatami	and	
Abdullah	embraced,	a	photo-op	that	did	not	go	unnoticed.	Even	the	GCC	summit	rec-
ognized	that	‘Iran	was	turning	a	new	page	in	GCC	relations’.”	(Source:	Gwenn	Okruhlik	
‘Saudi	Arabian-Iranian	Relations:	External	Rapprochement	and	Internal	Consolidation’,	
Middle	East	Policy	10[2]	2003:	113-125.)
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it on non-state/hybrid actors’ access to
WMD-related and radiological material
and make this a unifying factor?

During such a long-haul discussion
process, all sides may recognise that
weapons of all kinds matter, but have
to be seen as the nucleus of broader and
ultimately all-inclusive security arrange-
ments in the Middle East/Gulf. This
implies looking beyond the narrow areas
of non-proliferation and disarmament and
striving for spill-overs from policy fields
where cooperation (and the confidence
that goes with it) is already in place or can
easily be promoted, albeit discreetly. n

The Next Steps:
Parallel Working Groups on
Disarmament and on Regional
Security with a Concrete Focus

Even if one remains within the NPT
setting, we seriously doubt that one session
of the conference, as proposed by the
Russian working paper, will be acceptable
to the other two depositary states, who act
as the protectors of Israeli interests. At the
same time, we have documented a number
of time-consuming (yet futile) attempts at
bringing the topics of disarmament and
regional security together (see Box No. 2).

We suggest that all Middle East/Gulf
actors and Israel should address the
essential gap issue during the consultative
process – and in a concrete way. The
regional security focus should be limited
to a to-be-discussed and agreed-upon list
of ultimately five priorities. This limitation
would be a sign that this focus is not meant
to delay discussion on the nuclear issue.
The discussion and selection process may
contain new and surprising compromise-
oriented opportunities, and even unifying
elements:

One may find • conventional arms control
again on the Israeli list – but the Arab
countries should not worry: the results
of joint analyses may turn out to be
in their favour because such analyses
may show how superior Israel is in
terms of conventional arms across
the board. This finding may make it
more difficult for the Israelis to legiti-
mately justify retaining their nuclear
arsenal – at least at current levels.
In turn, the Israelis may encounter a
much more differentiated Arab League
with motives, interests, and security
concerns/specific threat perceptions
and priorities that have, for instance,
partly changed in view of the perceived
Iranian factor since Israel started its
nuclear activities.

One could discover • ballistic missiles
(especially those with a verifiable range
of 70 km or more that can carry WMD
warheads) as a promising starting point
for addressing the nuclear issue in an
indirect, elegant, and politically less
loaded way.

Terrorism•  may show up on the Israeli list
in general terms. Why not try to focus
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